
A Guide to Spelling and Pronunciation of Tolo

Vowels

as in 'father'

as in 'ever' or 'shake'

as in 'tree' or 'sit'

as in 'hope'

as in 'shoot'

Diphthongs

ae. a i

oe, oi

ou

ao, au

el

both similar to sigh but slightly different from one another

both similar to toy but slightly different from one another

similar to low

both similar to how but slightly different from one another

similar to say

Consonants

There are only thirteen consonants in Tolo. There is no c. i, J. q, w, x. y or z.

b as in baby but prenasalised

d as in dog but prenasalised

g as in garden but prenasalised

h as in house

k as in kind but not as heavily aspirated

t as in little

m as in mother

n as in no

p as in 2en but not as heavily aspirated

r is pronounced by hitting the tip of the tongue once against the roof of the mouth

s as in sun

t as in time

V as in vote: in some few cases the v is pronounced as w in 'win' but with the lips

slightly less rounded. These exceptions are noted as such in the word entries.

ts is almost always pronounced as the ch in church. The exception is in the word
katsa bark skirt' where most speakers pronounce~it as the ts in 'cats'.

ng is always followed by a vowel and is pronounced as the ng in hanger, never as the
ng in finger.

Prenasalisation

The nasal sounds m, n and ng are always placed before b, d and g respectively, but the degree to

which one "hears" this prenasalisation will depend on the speaker and most speakers stress it more
when the b, d or g comes in the middle of a word rather than at the beginning.



VI I

child'
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